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Wood & woodchips in energy generation in Finland

2017:

• More wood used in energy creation than ever before

• Less woodchips consumed than before

(LUKE Natural Resources Institute of Finland, 2018)
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Background/objective

• Multi-layered perspective

(MLP) framework: 

Woodchips as a mature 

regime-level energy source

• Analysing alternative 

framings/ futures images:

“image of the future is an 

expectation about the state 

of things to come at some 

future time” 
(Bell & Mau 1971, 23)

Multi-layered perspective on transitions (Geels & Schot 2011, 25, 

adapted from Geels 2002, 1263)



Research data

• 18 semi-structured thematic interviews with 23 interviewees 

(2017): small-scale users (farmers), medium-sized and large-scale 

energy companies

• Media articles on woodchips in the newspaper Maaseudun

Tulevaisuus (“The Rural Future”) 2015—2016 (n=43)



Analysing images of the future

Initial qualitative thematic analysis with PESTE dimensions

 Identification and selection of two drivers and their alternative

futures as building blocks for the images of the future:

i) Scale of use: 

centralised large-scale use/ de-centralised small-scale use

ii) Development of international climate and energy policies: 

forests as source for renewables/ forests as carbon sinks



Four alternative futures

images on woodchip

consumption in Finland
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FOREST
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P
olitical

• Strong international & 

national support 

• Wood = carbon neutral

• Large-scale use decreased 

due to international  

(continues with residue & 

by-products)

• National policies to keep

rural areas inhabited

• Strict international regulation 

prohibits the large-scale use

of long-rotation forestry

• Woodchips allowed for small 

scale operators

• Very strict international 

regulation prohibits all 

burning of wood

• Air quality requirements 

cannot be answered to

E
conomic

• Additional taxes to fossils

• Lack of feed-in-tarifs & 

transmission charge etc

• Booming export of tech

• Heat entrepreneuship

• Selling electricity to the grid

• Low price of local woodchips

• Low price of electricity and 

other fuels

• High transmission charges

• Abolishment of bio energy 

subsidies

S
ocial

• Wood is our oil • Local energy self-sufficiency

• Ideological co-ops

• Hyperlocal energy self-

sufficiency

• Deep green values

T
echnological

• Abundance of innovations

for more clean production

• Innovations for more 

efficient CHP in small scale 

units

• Low demand and availability

of technology

• No investments on new

tech

• Technology becomes

obsolete

E
nvironmental

• Growing wood is seen to 

compensate the CO2 loss

• Forests considered to 

require thinning

• Fast-growing willow burned 

instead of wood

• Strict forest protection

Rearranging PESTE according to the four images:



• Strong support for wood burning 

• Heavy taxation on fossils

• Tech advancements, export 

booming

• Growing wood compensates the 

loss of harvesting
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• Tech advancements in CHP solutions for 

small-scale units

• Strict emission requirements, yet 

small-scale use in countryside allowed

• Low demand and availability of 

technology 

• Fast-growing willow burned instead of 

wood

• All use of wood as energy forbidden

• Bio energy subsidies have been 

abolished 

• No investment in new solutions

• Old tech became obsolete

Four alternative futures images



Conclusions (preliminary)

• Woodchips as a mature regime-level energy source maybe now, but 

perhaps not in the future

• Next: further reflections with MLP transition pathways

RENEWABLE 

ENERGY POLICY
VIVID COUNTRYSIDE

SHRINKING 

COUNTRYSIDE

FOREST

PROTECTION

MLP 

transition

pathways

Reproduction

process:

Regime stays 

stable, no pressure 

from landscape

Reconfiguration

pathway:

Regime adapts niche

solutions and 

responds to changed

environment

Re-alignment pathway:

Sudden landscape change & 

insufficiently developed niche

innovations regime actors lose faith, 

regime re-aligns
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Thank you!
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